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Henry S. Fitch (1909–2009):
Field Notes on a Wonderful Life

 Henry Sheldon Fitch passed away on 8 September 2009, just a bit 
shy of his 100th birthday (25 December). In lieu of a traditional obituary, 
and because an autobiographical account of his life recently appeared 
(Echelle and Stewart 2000), several former students and colleagues each 
describe their personal memories of the man deservedly referred to as the 
“father of snake ecology.” Although each of the remembrances brings 
a different perspective, three common threads run through all of them, 
namely: Henry Fitch’s energy, enthusiasm, and decency.

Henry Fitch and the Practice of Natural History

HARRY W. GREENE
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA

e-mail: hwg5@cornell.edu

 Texas Alligator Lizards were fi rst described from the Devil’s River in 
1858 and a century later, when I encountered them in photographs, there 
was still almost nothing known about those snaky, bright-eyed reptiles. 
As a Missouri youth, hungry for wilder places and imagining myself a 
trailblazing naturalist, I pored over accounts in Hobart Smith’s Handbook 
of Lizards of two related West Coast anguids—especially fi eld studies by 
Henry Fitch, who referred to them as “unusually intelligent” and saw a 
Southern Alligator Lizard hold off Yellow-billed Magpies by hissing and 
threatening with open jaws, tail curled forward like a shield. Someday, I 
thought, I’ll roam the Mexican borderlands and learn something exciting 
about Gerrhonotus infernalis!
 Fitch’s photo also caught my attention among the “infl uential saurolo-
gists” profi led in Smith’s Handbook because he wore a World War I cavalry 
hat and looked intense, as if distracted from some important task. His 
publications in our local college library provided a University of Kansas 
address, so I wrote announcing my upcoming herpetological career and 
asking questions about proposed Texas fi eldwork. However pretentious 
that letter, right back came Henry’s cordial, hand written explanation 
of how to sex alligator lizards: “By grasping the base of the tail, gently 
twisting it, and exerting pressure with the thumb ventrally, one can cause 
a hemipenis to be exposed. Failing in several such attempts, one may be 
reasonably sure the specimen is a female.”
 I knew ventral meant underside and penes were for copulation, but 
couldn’t have realized a high school internship with Henry would set my 
course or that he would author almost 200 publications, more than 4,000 
pages on plants, snails, spiders, and diverse vertebrates. This unassuming 
man started graduate work at Berkeley’s Museum of Vertebrate Zoology in 
1931, when the discoveries of Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace 
were still relatively fresh, and took his fi rst academic position in 1948, fi ve 
years before James Watson and Francis Crick unraveled DNA. Decades 
later, after Henry summarized half a century of fi eldwork at a symposium 
in his honor, a graduate student wryly noted that thanks to him she couldn’t 
call four years of horned lizard population research “long term.” Applause 
typically occurs after presentations, but his arrival at the podium that day 
provoked a standing ovation before he began speaking.
 With Henry’s passing I want to honor his impact on biology and me 
personally by refl ecting on a conundrum. Although Darwin, Wallace, 

and countless others have 
been drawn into nature by 
orchids, beetles, or whatever 
seized their fancy, and this is 
surely truer now than ever be-
fore, acclaim typically comes 
from generalizing rather than 
gathering facts. Ernst Mayr, 
for example, was renowned 
for evolutionary theory and 
less widely so for describing 
more than 400 new species 
and subspecies of birds. At 
first glance then, Henry’s 
career-long focus on organ-
isms seems anachronistic, 
the widespread esteem in 
which he’s held a bit surpris-
ing. In a forthcoming book, 
Tracks and Shadows: Field 
Biology as Art, I’ve set out 
to illuminate that stature as 
well as more generally assess 
the enduring values of natural 
history. Here I’ll draw on cor-
respondence and interviews 
of my teenage mentor, with the goal of addressing a question: why did 
he do it?
 One of our extended dialogs was soon after Henry had fallen and spent 
a chilly night stranded in a creek, and except for the incident’s notoriety 
he seemed surprisingly unfazed —search dogs were hopelessly confused 
because his scent trail was everywhere on the Reservation, and he’d been 
conscious when helicoptered to a hospital. Daughter Alice was visiting 
her folks, and we talked all afternoon and late into evening. Almost 80, 
with raven black hair, Virginia served fried chicken, mashed potatoes 
with gravy, corn on the cob, and home-made rolls, and she fairly sparkled 
as conversation meandered from our fi rst visit and the whereabouts of 
former graduate students to details of Fitch family life. When I smiled at 
her mention of “youthful indiscretions,” Virginia said she married young 
and divorced the other guy. “Then,” she exclaimed, grinning at me and 
hugging her husband from behind his chair, “I met this wonderful guy!”
 From time to time I checked a list of questions, and although in cor-
respondence Henry had been enthusiastic about my book proposal, his 
answers weren’t effusive. I’d known this wasn’t going to be easy, if for 
no other reason than constitutional reticence—as Randy Reiserer wrote 
in a dissertation acknowledgment of his undergraduate advisor, “I never 
met anyone who can say so much with so few words, or indeed, without 
any at all.” But I wanted to understand why Henry does the work, keeps 
catching still more snakes, and what the practice of natural history meant 
to him, so fi nally I blurted out something about having my own problems 
shrink in the face of grandeur and diversity. “Sounds good to me” was all 
he said, with a soft chuckle and maybe a hint of irony.
 I also hoped to learn how Henry knew what to record, given he began 
gathering data in the 1930s for which there were no guiding theories. 
His papers typically set forth the ecology of target species, with insights 
woven among empirical fi ndings—the thesis work on alligator lizards, 
e.g., addressed advantages of viviparity by noting that “Eggs left in the 
ground are exposed to…egg-eating reptiles, mammals, and insects, and 
to extremes of temperature and danger of desiccation, while those carried 
by the female probably stand a better chance of developing into inde-
pendently successful young.” In 1949 he’d laid out in Ecology details of 
what to write down, but almost nothing as to why particular information 
would interest other biologists. And in 1966 Robert MacArthur and Eric 
Pianka’s brilliant paper on optimal foraging would inspire widespread 
measurement of parameters that Henry had been recording for decades 

HSF and Rainbow Trout: ca. 1920 at 
Klamath Lake, Oregon. Photo courtesy 
of Alice F. Echelle.
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with no conceptual prompting.
 So I kept coming at the questions from various directions, hoping Vir-
ginia and Alice would jump in with something defi nitive or nudge him 
for details. My query about god resulted in a slight pause and “I have no 
religious beliefs although raised in that environment. Natural history does 
it for me.” Asked about favorite habitats, Henry attributed his preference 
for deserts, “because they are open and have interesting animals,” to 
a Nevada fi eld trip during graduate school. At the mention of favorite 
species, he responded “alligator lizards, Copperheads, and gartersnakes, 
because they have interesting natural histories.” By evening’s end the best 
I could get was “my initial interest in zoology was innate” and “I wrote 
down everything that interested me.”
 Two years later I was back trudging up a hill on the Reservation. 
Henry was audibly winded as we crested the familiar limestone ridge 
and explained without a trace of self-pity that he’d lost stamina but hoped 
to complete one more fi eld season. Otherwise he seemed no different 
than my last visit and at 91 his hair was light brown. He walked slightly 
stooped, in work boots with visibly thin soles, and was wearing khaki 
pants, a Berkeley herpetology course t-shirt, and a baseball cap decorated 
with various university insignia. The tattered cotton bag stuffed through 
his belt, custom made by Virginia, was for carrying snakes back to the 
house. He used a smooth, sturdy stick with a nail head protruding on the 
bottom to steady himself, hold onto tree limbs, turn over cover items, and 
probe matted grass for the long narrow tin pieces he’d laid out to attract 
snakes.
 As our conversation turned to current projects, Henry spoke with quiet 
fatherly pride of a paper with Alice about changes in tree diversity over the 
past 50 years at the Reservation. Their fi ndings were thought-provoking: 
Once largely prairie, perhaps the best-known square mile in North America 
had lost a third of its fauna since he arrived because of fi re prevention, 
lack of grazing, and forest encroachment. On the bright side, there were 
still Bobcats and Timber Rattlesnakes in the vicinity, and a Black Bear 
was seen near here recently. As we returned to the house he pointed out 
a large cedar by the driveway, planted many years ago as a tiny family 
Christmas tree.
 That night Henry sat in the front row for my campus lecture on organ-
isms as the central focus of biology, during which I held up his capstone 
opus, A Kansas Snake Community, and introduced my teenage hero. I 
praised Henry’s contributions to ecology and systematics, then said his 
greatest legacies are immediate products of the work itself—tens of thou-
sands of observations archived, many museum specimens collected—and 
that in the scholarly tradition of his Berkeley advisor, Joseph Grinnell, 
he’d bridged Darwin’s synthesis with twenty-fi rst century science. As it 
happens, those individual organisms he studied demonstrated such things 
as substantial shifts in Copperhead diets over the decades, as prey popula-
tions responded to the habitat changes he documented.
 Henry’s accomplishments amounted to several better-than-average 
careers, I told the K.U. crowd, given his California and Louisiana work, 
decades at the Reservation, and his tropical expeditions. In fact, although 
mainly known as a herpetologist, his publications on mammals would 
eclipse those of the average “mammalogist.” During the lecture I showed 
photos of island Cottonmouths that eat fi sh regurgitated by seabirds and 
have exceptionally large young, exemplifying, I pointed out, unusual and 
unexpected opportunities for research and enlargement of theory. After-
ward Henry asked about the number of young in island snake litters, said 
he’d enjoyed my talk and our hike, then added with a characteristic grin 
and swing of the chin, “Oh, and thanks for the plug!”
 Work can be a job, a career, or a passion, and for Henry the practice 
of natural history was all three. When I complained about funding he re-
sponded “I have always spent my time on whatever interested me—with 
or without grants—and have greatly enjoyed all my projects, especially 
the fi eldwork.” In his eighties he was quoted in a book on Kansas per-
sonalities, “I wouldn’t change a thing. People who work with animals in 
the fi eld, whether snakes or birds or rodents or monkeys, fi nd it deeply 
satisfying and wouldn’t trade it for any other kind of career—even though 

it may not be very fi nancially rewarding.” And in 1995 he wrote Alice, 
“If as a young person I could have dreamed of my future and the world I 
would like to see, it would have been about the same as the life I have had. 
Getting a Ph.D., having a loving, supportive wife, children like you and 
John and Chester, grandchildren like Tyson, Lena, and Ben, living on the 
Reservation, teaching natural history, studying anoles and pitvipers, and 
making two dozen trips to nine countries in the tropics for herpetological 
research have all been great experiences.”
 One visit, after the Fitches walked me to my truck, I drove back to 
Lawrence on a sultry Kansas night. A huge moon shone through fog and 
orange lightning fl ashed over surrounding fi elds as I pondered my admira-
tion and affection for Henry. What, I wondered, makes him tick? Certainly 
he marched to his own drummer, unmindful of fads, which makes it all 
the more fascinating to contemplate his accomplishments, as well as how 
that stance affected his life more broadly. Maybe verbal frugality refl ected 
limited interest in analytic thought, personally and professionally, which if 
nothing else protected him from the pettiness so common in universities. 
Maybe he was always so much within himself that he simply didn’t pay 
much attention to theorizing. And maybe those like Henry who go deeply 
into nature as children—he was catching snakes as a fi ve-year-old—are 
especially prone to immersion as adults. We have to be out there.
 Just weeks before Henry died he asked Alice and her husband Tony 
Echelle, if they might visit a local creek and catch watersnakes. When she 
replied, “Well, what then dad?” he said simply, “We’ll mark and recapture 
them.” Evidently the answers to my questions are equally straightforward: 
Henry was always driven by passionate curiosity and a penchant for detail, 
accentuated by parental encouragement, and those attributes combined 
in grad school with a framework for understanding biological diversity 
that harked back to Darwin and Wallace. That was enough. His approach 
worked, against formidable odds at times, and he was not inclined to do 
otherwise. A special gift for fi eld biology and quiet but stubborn confi -
dence must have been obvious to Grinnell in 1931, when an unusually 
shy but promising new student arrived at Berkeley, fresh off an Oregon 
pear ranch. Those traits were undiminished to the end, and Henry’s long, 
happy life was inseparable from the quest to understand nature.

HSF and Virginia Fitch in 1975 at the University of Kansas Natural 
History Reservation (now the Fitch Natural History Reservation). Photo 
by Michael V. Plummer.
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Reminiscences of Henry S. Fitch

WILLIAM E. DUELLMAN
Biodiversity Institute, University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas 66045, USA
e-mail: duellman@ku.edu

 For the past half century I was fortunate to have been a colleague and 
friend of Henry S. Fitch.  During that time, we served on doctoral com-
mittees of one another’s students, co-advised some graduate students, 
and team-taught a graduate course in reptile biology.  Although we never 
collaborated on a published paper, we each named a species of Anolis for 
the other.  Henry avoided university politics and only reluctantly attended 
departmental meetings.  Many of his colleagues mused that Henry lived in 
his own little world.  But that world was much larger than they thought.  
He was at home on the University of Kansas Natural History Reservation 
(subsequently named for him), where he conducted intensive studies on 
the ecology and behavior of reptiles.  Over the years he witnessed the 
succession of hardwood forest on the reservation, while methodically 
searching this square mile of land, capturing and recapturing thousands 
of snakes, and logging hundreds of pages of notes.  His dedicated efforts 
culminated with the publication in 1999 of “A Kansas Snake Community: 
Composition and Changes Over 50 Years.”
 However, Henry had a long and distinguished publication record before 
this fi nale.  While at the University of California at Berkeley prior to mov-
ing to Kansas in 1948, he published a classic work on alligator lizards in 
1935 and a highly perceptive work on western garter snakes (Thamnophis) 
in 1940.  Two of his best-known works are on the natural history of reptiles, 
especially that on the Five-lined Skink in 1954 and his exhaustive study 
of the Copperhead in 1960.  In addition to these systematic and ecologi-
cal studies, Fitch provided us with important syntheses—reproductive 
cycles in lizards and snakes (1970) and sexual size differences in reptiles 
(1981).  Consequently, his publications are cited extensively.  A number 
of years ago, while Fitch was still an active member of the department, 
the chairman took it upon himself to tally citations to publications by all 
members of the department.  For several consecutive years, Henry Fitch 
was the most cited.
 During the warmer months of the year, the major exception to conduct-
ing fi eld studies were the basketball games on the “sand lot” by the Fitch’s 
residence.  Games would involve all members of the family and anyone 
who happened to be visiting the reservation.  Henry displayed his usual 
dogged determination from his fi eldwork to the basketball “court,” and 
one quickly learned to avoid his elbows under the basket.
 In 1967 I introduced Henry to the tropical rainforest in Amazonian 
Ecuador, where he was the only member of the fi eld party who would 
work in the fi eld during the torrid afternoons, all the while lamenting 
the apparent absence of snakes.  Customarily he went into his cabin and 
emerged a few minutes later with a towel wrapped around his middle and 
untied sneakers on his feet.  To get to the dribbling bamboo spout loosely 
referred to as the shower, he had to cross the dirt “courtyard,” the home 
territory of a very aggressive goose, which took particular delight in nip-
ping at Henry’s buttocks.  One afternoon we heard Henry exclaim “ouch,” 
as he stood naked snapping his towel at the goose.  He was completely 
unaware that he was the “fl oorshow” in the middle of camp. 
 Here I learned that Henry had poor night vision and consequently was 
primarily a diurnal biologist, but he was constantly amazed that we found 
so many snakes at night.   Only after much cajoling did he accompany us 
twice on nocturnal forays during a month in the forest.  However, I like 
to think that I infl uenced much of Henry’s subsequent work in the tropics, 
where he conducted numerous studies on the systematics and ecology of 
anoles and on populations and conservation of iguanas.
 Henry Fitch was one of the last remaining naturalists.  His breadth of 
knowledge was matched by very few of his contemporaries and scarcely 
imagined by his younger colleagues.  His careful work on natural history 

is well worth emulating. Our knowledge of animals in nature would be far 
greater if many more biologists around the world followed in the footsteps 
of Henry S. Fitch.

Memories of Henry Fitch

MICHAEL V. PLUMMER
Department of Biology, Harding University

Searcy, Arkansas 72149, USA
e-mail: plummer@harding.edu

 Henry Fitch was one of the most gracious, kind, and gentle men I 
have ever known. I greatly respected him for his long list of professional 
achievements, but I also respected him for the man he was and how he 
treated others. He was always the gentle encourager to me and I often think 
of his example when I get in an exasperating situation with my students 
or colleagues. I never heard a degrading word spoken against Henry the 
man by anyone. Any and all who happened to come by the Natural His-
tory Reservation were heartily welcomed by Henry and his lovely wife 
Virginia, and that seemed to happen frequently.
 My formal association with Henry began in July 1972 when I came 
to KU to begin a Ph.D. program. I found it diffi cult to believe I had the 
opportunity to work with such a professional giant. I remember standing 
in awe as we spoke about potential research projects and thinking that 
since Henry was 64 at the time, I just might be his last student before he 
retired (wrong! I only missed by about 30 years). Henry was THE man 
as far as snake ecology was concerned and I assumed my dissertation 
would become yet another monograph of a Reservation snake species. 
But then he suggested we go down on the “Kaw” (Kansas River) to look 
for softshell turtles. I was fascinated by the sandbars, the softshells, and 
Henry’s nonstop fountain of knowledge about them – talk about informa-
tion overload! But what I remember most about our inaugural softshell 
trip was this 27-yr-old kid in the prime of life trying desperately to keep 
up with an aging 64-yr-old walking (more like running) on the soft sand 
as he talked. I looked for a red “S” on his chest.
 Henry once had a guest at the Reservation, a gentleman from the 
Bombay Natural History Society, and because India is near the center 
of softshell diversity, Henry asked me to take the gentleman out on the 
Kaw and show him our American softshells. By that time, I had captured 
hundreds of Apalone mutica and I assured Henry that it would be no 
problem seeing numerous softshells. Any fi eld biologist could probably 
guess what happened. After working hard for a couple of hours, we saw 
maybe two or three juvenile softshells. I learned that day that one should 
never make such rash statements regardless of how confi dent he is about 
seeing animals in the fi eld. Henry was apologetic to the gentleman and I 
was embarrassed, but Henry never said another word about it to me.
 Henry frequently encouraged his students to do “interesting” side proj-
ects along with their thesis or dissertation work. He suggested a project 
on softshell glands in the summer of 1972 that would fi t in “nicely” with 
my ecological Ph.D. work. Being a swamped and overwhelmed new grad 
student, I wasn’t terribly interested in his suggestion at the time, but I never 
forgot it (probably because of who suggested it). Well Henry, you would 
be pleased to know that I fi nally did do the project and it was published 
in 2009 just before you left us. Sorry I’m so slow; it only took 37 years. 
Thanks for the treasured memories. 
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Henry Fitch at Home and in the Tropics

ROBERT W. HENDERSON
Section of Vertebrate Zoology, Milwaukee Public Museum

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233-1478, USA
e-mail: henderson@mpm.edu

 I was, herpetologically speaking, incredibly green when I entered the 
University of Kansas as an undergraduate in 1967. The attraction of KU 
was its long history of herpetological fi eldwork in the Neotropics, and 
I was aware of the ambitious research program of William Duellman 
and his students in, at that time, Ecuador. I was not, however, aware of 
the existence of Henry Fitch. I did know that I wanted to study the way 
snakes lived, but I had absolutely no idea of how to do it or that anyone 
was already doing it. Eventually, while browsing through the library in 
the herpetology division, I came across Autecology of the Copperhead. I 
read it from cover to cover, realized this was the kind of research I wanted 
to do, and I had to meet Dr. Fitch, who just happened to teach at KU.
 The Fitches lived on the grounds of KU’s Natural History Reservation 
and I became a frequent visitor, often making the rounds of coverboards 
(sheets of tin) in Quarry Field to collect the Prairie Ring-necked Snakes 
on which Dr. Fitch was then working. I have fond memories of the warm 
hospitality of Virginia Fitch, energetic basketball games played on the bare 
ground at the Reservation, the Fitch’s yellow VW bug with the smiling 
happy face stuck to the roof, and of many seemingly carefree hours tramp-
ing over the Reservation and encountering Osage Copperheads, Eastern 
Yellow-bellied Racers, and Prairie Kingsnakes. Despite the time we spent 
together while I was an undergrad, I somehow convinced Dr. Fitch to take 
me on as a graduate student, and thus began a 30-year collaboration.
 Although my primary interest was in snake ecology, and Dr. Fitch’s 
long-term snake population studies continued to be the focus of his 
Kansas fi eldwork, we never collaborated on a research project with an 
ophidian concentration. Our tropical fi eldwork always had lizards as our 
primary objective. Mexico was the scene for our fi rst fi eld trip together, 
primarily in the states of Chiapas and Oaxaca, to collect ecological and 
morphological data on various species of Anolis. This was followed by 
travels in Nicaragua and Belize for work on the conservation of Iguana 
and Ctenosaura, and then more Mexican fi eldwork (where one night he 
suggested we bathe in the Pacifi c at about 10 pm; I was terrifi ed, certain 
some creature would lop off my legs while I tried to get clean). Aside 
from the many hours spent in a truck or jeep, once at a site there was 
little downtime. On weekends in Nicaragua, we did not have access to the 
jeep and driver provided for iguana work, but Dr. Fitch knew that anoles 
awaited us somewhere, so off we went with local transportation, never 
quite knowing where we were headed or if we’d get back to our quarters 
in Managua. It was exhausting fun.
 I became enamored of the West Indies in the late 1970s, and was pleased 
when Dr. Fitch joined me in the Dominican Republic (DR) for a project 
with Anolis bahorucoensis in 1985. I know he had a good time in the 
DR because he kept commenting on the numbers of lizards encountered 
everywhere all the time. He came up with one wonderful idea after an-
other on how best to study this elusive anole. He later returned to the DR 
to study the invasive Anolis cristatellus and its impact on native anoles 
in the La Romana area. Cumulatively, we spent months together doing 
fi eldwork in the tropics. Dr. Fitch’s energy and enthusiasm for looking 
for lizards and snakes never waned and, although I was much younger 
than he, it was not always easy to keep up with him. He had no qualms 
about sleeping in crummy hotels and, despite his diabetes, he could be 
pretty malleable when it came to food (although we ate Spam and boiled 
potatoes every night for six weeks in Mexico). I sense Dr. Fitch never lost 
the enthusiasm I last observed more than 20 years ago, and that’s borne out 
by his incredible productivity well into his 90s. As he noted in an interview 
conducted by his daughter in 2000 (Echelle and Stewart, 2000), “interest 
in reptiles and amphibians has been a dominant infl uence in my life, and 

other interests have seemed 
relatively minor.” I recall 
him telling me about one of 
his KU colleagues who went 
off on a two-week fi shing trip. 
He intimated that he would 
not be able to stand doing 
that, and seemed genuinely 
perplexed that his colleague 
could forego research for that 
long.
 Dr. Fitch was the ideal 
collaborator: He always met 
deadlines (and expected the 
same from me), and was gen-
erous in sharing authorship. 
I’m sure I must have tried his 
patience many times (while 
a student, often showing up 
at his home unannounced to 
discuss some “important” is-
sue), but he never visibly lost 
it. Even a minor falling-out 
was quickly forgotten. He did, 
however, at one time inform 
me that I was no John Lynch 
or Marty Crump!
 While he was alive, Henry Fitch was an inspiration to me and I con-
sider myself amazingly fortunate to have been one of his students and 
collaborators. He remains my herpetological inspiration and I’m confi dent 
that his incredible body of work will continue to inspire researchers for 
many decades to come. We spoke infrequently on the phone during his 
last years on the Reservation (and before moving in with his daughter and 
son-in-law in Stillwater, Oklahoma), but one of our last conversations was 
my favorite. I don’t recall the exact wording, but you’ll get the idea.
RWH: So, you must be, what, 91 or 92 now?
HSF (chuckling): No, 93.
RWH: Well, how’re you doing?
HSF: Not so great. I have a bad hip and my back is painful, so getting 
around is diffi cult.
RWH: I’m sorry to hear that. No fi eldwork, I guess.
HSF: Ah, well I just came back from radio-tracking six Timber Rattle-
snakes.
RWH (shaking his head in awe and admiration): Amazing. 
 I always hoped he knew how much he had infl uenced my efforts and 
I was looking forward to sending him a copy of a forthcoming book on 
the natural history of West Indian amphibians and reptiles. I doubt that 
he would’ve been up to reading it, but I did want him to know that I had 
written it (with Bob Powell). Perhaps my ego (or insecurity) hoped he’d 
at least think, “Bob’s done OK.”

In the Field with Henry Fitch

DAVID M. HILLIS
Section of Integrative Biology, University of Texas

Austin, Texas 78712, USA
e-mail: dhillis@mail.utexas.edu

 I received a phone call from Alice Fitch Echelle in the fall of my junior 
year at Baylor University. I knew Alice, Henry Fitch’s daughter, through 
her husband Tony Echelle. Tony was teaching a graduate course in Sys-
tematics at Baylor, and had given me permission to enroll in his class as 
an undergraduate. That course opened my eyes to the exciting possibilities 
of phylogenetics. Tony and Alice often let me come along on their many 

HSF and Boa constrictor: Taken in 
February 1972 in Chiapas, Mexico. 
Photo by Robert W. Henderson.
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fi eld trips to collect fi shes throughout Texas, so Alice knew that I was 
enthusiastic about fi eldwork.
 Over the phone, Alice described how her father had received a small 
grant to study the impact of human exploitation of iguanas for food, 
and was planning a semester-long fi eld trip through Mexico and Central 
America. As Henry was nearing retirement, Alice was worried about him 
making the trip alone, and she knew that I had a passion for anything to 
do with herpetology. She wanted to know if I was interested in taking off 
a semester from school and accompanying Henry in the fi eld.
 “I would love to do it, but I’ll need to think about it,” I said, as I con-
sidered how delaying my graduation by a semester might affect my future 
plans for graduate school. I hung up the phone and thought for about 30 
seconds, then called Alice back. “I’ll do it…when do we leave?” That was 
the extent of the background and the planning for what was to be my most 
educational semester as an undergraduate.
 I was already quite familiar with Henry Fitch through his books and 
research articles. I had met him the previous summer as he visited Alice 
and Tony, when I asked him to sign my copy of his book, Reproductive 
Cycles of Lizards and Snakes. I remember that he was pleased to see that 
my copy of the book was worn and obviously heavily used. Henry had 
been embarrassed and modest, acting as if he felt honored to be asked 
by an over-eager undergraduate for his autograph. I couldn’t believe that 
such a famous person could be so modest.
 Henry drove down from Kansas and picked me up in Texas in early 
January, in an old International Harvester pickup with a well-worn camper 
in the bed, which was to be our home for the next four months. We 
crossed into Mexico the next day, and I learned very quickly that there 
was little justifi cation for Henry’s modest demeanor. I asked questions 
about everything we saw, and rarely did I manage to stump him. At 
every camping site, I caught practically every herp, fi sh, insect, spider, 
crustacean and mammal that I could fi nd, and Henry told me something 
about them all. He also would frequently explain fundamental concepts 
of geology, climate, ecology, and just about every other aspect of natural 
history as we slowly moved south through Mexico into Central America. 
His impromptu lectures stimulated me to write long entries in my fi eld 
journal every evening.
 The funded purpose of the trip was to study iguana exploitation, and 
we did that. But Henry was fascinated with anoles, and it became clear 
to me that Henry was much more interested in studying the systematics, 
ecology, and behavior of anoles than he was in studying iguanas. That 
was fi ne with me; I didn’t care what we studied, as long as it was related 
to herpetology. We traveled fairly slowly, so that we had plenty of time 
to collect anoles and other herps at every campsite.
 I had never before met an adult who was so completely immersed in 
the study of natural history, so we hit it off immediately. Henry was as 
enthusiastic about being in the fi eld as I was, at least by day. I was sur-
prised, however, that Henry did not accompany me on my nightly forays 
into the forests around our campsites after dark. His diabetes had affected 
his night vision, and so he did not see well at night. But he was always 
enthusiastic about all the herps I would fi nd and bring back to him in the 
camper after dark, and we would often stay up late talking about our lat-
est captures and what interesting research problems they might suggest. 
To Henry, every species provided new questions that were waiting to be 
answered. I couldn’t imagine a more exciting life.
 As much as I was enjoying myself, there were a few aspects of Henry’s 
approach to fi eldwork that caused me some aggravation. First, he insisted 
on doing all the driving, even though I’d been asked by Alice to accompany 
Henry on the basis that he would need some help. Given his poor night 
vision, his night-driving proved quite frightening to everyone on the road 
except Henry, and more than once I was convinced we would drive off one 
of the many precipitous roadsides in the mountains of Central America. 
Eventually, I insisted that he had to let me drive at night, or else I would 
only get in the truck with him by day. We drove only by day from then on; 
I was still not permitted to drive the old International Harvester pickup. 
 A second minor aggravation was what can generously be described as 

Henry’s rather parsimonious 
nature. We bought and cooked 
all our own food, which was 
fine with me, except that 
Henry was a straight Mid-
western meat-and-potatoes 
man, and we almost never had 
any meat. So we ate mostly 
potatoes. After the fi rst few 
weeks of a steady potato 
diet, I was getting desperate 
for something I could taste. I 
started buying a few peppers 
and spices from the markets 
on the sly, and catching land 
crabs, freshwater prawns, 
and fish from the streams 
around our campsites. Soon 
I was cooking up two meals: 
boiled potatoes for Henry, 
and a spicy concoction of 
whatever I could catch around 
our campsites for me. Henry 
politely tried my attempts at 
culinary diversity a few times, 
but he always returned to potatoes for dinner. Sometimes, for excitement, 
he would put a little salt and pepper or butter on them, or even add a 
scrambled egg when he was feeling extravagant. 
 Other than gasoline (which cost about 30 cents a gallon in Mexico at 
the time), I think Henry was spending less than dollar a day for all our 
other living expenses. So when we reached the Guatemala–El Salvador 
border on a Saturday in February, and Henry discovered that the weekend 
fee for crossing the border was 50 cents/person, but that the weekday rate 
was 25 cents, we of course had to turn around and camp out in Guatemala 
until Monday morning to save 50 cents. At our Guatemalan campsite near 
the border, I found synbranchid eels in a small stream, and I had a blast 
fi guring out how to catch them (and I still have fond memories of Syn-
branchus stew). By Sunday I had to hang my clothes out to dry, and some 
locals who had been drinking decided to take advantage of the situation. 
They grabbed my clothes and ran, and I briefl y gave chase, until one of 
them turned and pulled out a machete. I returned to camp and suggested 
to Henry that we might want to fi nd a new camping spot. Henry did not 
seem very interested in doing so until rocks started raining down on us 
from the cliff above our campsite. We pulled out just as a large rock 
smashed our windshield. When I last saw that pickup many years later, 
that broken windshield had never been repaired.
 On Monday morning after the windshield-smashing event, we arrived 
at the border at 8 AM, just when the weekend rate was supposed to change 
back to the weekday rate. But after the customary spraying of the truck 
with DDT (a ritual that was practiced on both sides of every Central 
American border), the border offi cial charged us 50 cents a person. Henry 
objected, and pointed to the clock on the wall, which said 8:05 AM. The 
border offi cial calmly went to the clock, changed the time to 7:55, and 
charged us the weekend rate. It was one of the few times in four months 
I saw Henry mad about anything. For the most part, he would roll with 
whatever life dished out, and make the best of every situation.
 Our study of human exploitation of iguanas and ctenosaurs reached 
a peak during Lent, when the markets of Central America became well 
stocked with these large lizards (see Figure 1). Lizard is not considered 
“meat” by many people who give up meat for Lent, so iguanas and cteno-
saurs were sold and eaten by the thousands during this time. But after Lent, 
we were back into the mountains, looking for more species of anoles. By 
then, we had hatched a project to study intra- and interspecifi c variation 
of anole dewlaps, and were busy collecting series of as many species as 
we could locate.

HSF examining an iguana in a market 
in El Salvador, February 1979. Photo by 
David Hillis.
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 One might think that it would have been a physical mismatch to pair 
a young strapping undergraduate with a professor nearing retirement on 
an extended fi eld trip. It was…I had a hard time keeping up with Henry. 
He wasn’t fast, but he never stopped. He could walk all day up steep 
mountainsides in pursuit of the next species of anole, and we did so just 
about every day. Some years later, as a graduate student at the University 
of Kansas, I would take public education classes of schoolchildren out to 
the KU Natural History Reservation where Henry and his wife Virginia 
lived. Even well into his “retirement” years, Henry took great pride in 
leaving kids in the dust. As he cruised through the Reservation, he would 
grab snakes as he walked, checking their ventral clips for individual 
identifi cation. “Aha! It’s female number 1675! I have captured this racer 
more than 300 times in her life…I am glad to see that she is still alive.” 
The kids were always wide-eyed with amazement, as they stood there 
trying to catch their breath before Henry rushed off to the next snake.
 As it turned out, Alice need not have worried about Henry’s “advancing 
age” when we set off for our Central American fi eld trip. Henry remained 
active in the fi eld for another three decades after that trip…a full career 
for many people. Henry collected more data after he “retired” than most 
people collect in their lifetimes. I doubt anyone will ever be able to repeat 
the kind of long-term autecological studies that he perfected. But more 
than the specifi c knowledge that I learned from Henry, what I admired 
most about him was his child-like enthusiasm for nature and everything 
in it, and his unquenchable need to ask questions about everything he 
encountered. Several generations of herpetologists benefi ted from his 
wisdom, his kindness, and his passion. Mention his name to anyone who 
ever met him, and you will get a smile and story. I can’t think of a better 
legacy for a great naturalist who squeezed so much out of such a long 
and productive life. Henry, we will all miss you, but we will smile every 
time your name is mentioned.

Henry Fitch as a Mentor and Teacher

RICHARD A. SEIGEL
Department of Biological Sciences, Towson University

Towson, Maryland 21252, USA
e-mail: rseigel@towson.edu

 Most herpetologists today know Henry S. Fitch only as a name on his 
classic papers and monographs (e. g., Autecology of the Copperhead, A 
Kansas Snake Community). In this remembrance, I would like to give 
my perspective on Henry in the roles I knew him best, as a mentor and 
teacher.
 In 1979, all I knew about Henry Fitch was his outstanding publication 
record. I had been accepted to the Ph.D. program at the University of 
Kansas for the fall 1979 semester, and, through a series of letters, Henry 
had tentatively agreed to accept me as his doctoral student. However, he 
had cautioned me that he was retiring in 1980 and that I might want to 
reconsider coming to KU as his fi nal student. Thus, in June 1979, my wife 
Nadia and I drove to Kansas to meet Henry and his wife Virginia for the 
fi rst time. Little did I know that this initial meeting would lead to a 30 
year relationship with Henry and Virginia and that my appreciation and 
respect for them would go far beyond anything I might have expected.
 As we drove on the unpaved entrance road leading to Henry’s house 
on the KU Natural History Reservation (now the Fitch Natural History 
Reservation), I saw numerous metal coverboards (“shelters” in Henry’s 
terminology) and drift fences scattered at what appeared to be random 
intervals along the road. As soon as we reached the small, incredibly 
modest house where the Fitches lived on the Reservation, Henry and 
Virginia were out the front door to greet us. Almost immediately, I gained 
an insight into Henry’s character: Knowing what to call your presumptive 
major professor is always a delicate proposition for a new student (“Dr. 
Fitch?” “Professor Fitch?”), but Henry dealt with that by holding out his 
hand and introducing himself as “Henry Fitch,” and we were on a fi rst 

name basis from then on. Virginia went even further and gave Nadia and 
me a huge hug, inviting us in for lunch.
 Feeling much more at ease, we only got to the Fitch’s front porch when I 
saw that there were a large series of jars, cans, and snake bags, all holding 
various live herps. Asking Henry where these came from, he proceeded to 
tell us that was today’s catch and then tell much more about the ecology 
and natural history of his “fi nds” than four years of fi eld work and read-
ing had provided me so far. I was struck especially by the detailed notes 
Henry took on each fi nd and how much data he was extracting from each 
individual.
 After lunch, Henry suggested that we do “a round” of his traps and 
shelters, and the two of us set off up the hillside by the house. Within 
minutes I discovered that this 69-year old man was in better shape than 
most grad students, as he went up the hill on what felt like a trot. As we 
went, he began to tell me a detailed history of what felt like every tree and 
critter we saw. Phrases such as “I am hearing a Yellow-billed Cuckoo” 
were thrown out casually, leading to two thoughts I dared not express: “I 
thought this was a herpetologist” and “I am glad YOU are hearing this, 
since I surely don’t!”
 I was thrilled when we came to the fi rst series of shelters at what was 
known as Quarry Field, since the pace fi nally slowed down and Henry 
said this was the best place to see Copperheads. Sure enough, there were 
two gorgeous Copperheads curled up under the fi rst shelter we fl ipped 
and they were right in front of Henry. Problem was, there were also four 
Ringneck snakes right in front of me, and, while I had eyes only for the 
Copperheads (and did not see the Ringnecks), Henry did exactly the op-
posite. Thus, I went for the Copperheads in front of Henry with my hook 
and Henry bent down to get the Ringnecks in front of me (thinking, I am 
sure, “who is this dummy who does not see snakes right in front of him?”). 
As we bounced off of each other, Henry stumbled forward, putting his 
foot right in front of the copperheads, one of which immediately struck 
his boot!. I could see the headline now: “Famed herpetologist killed by 
venomous snake; new grad student to blame.”
 Fortunately, the snake managed only to clip the front of Henry’s boot, 
and we quickly captured both Copperheads and at least some of the 
Ringnecks. After fl ipping a few more shelters, we had a total of four Cop-
perheads, three of which were marked individuals, one as long as nine 
years ago. I found this nothing short of amazing, having only recently read 
that high recapture rates were impossible for snakes, and said as much to 
Henry. He shook his head and said: “If I had just a few more fences and 
more shelters, I’d have a 100% recapture rate.” I glanced at Henry, trying 
to decide if he was saying this in jest or if he was angling for a compliment. 
I quickly realized that neither of these were true; he genuinely felt that he 
had simply not worked hard enough and needed to do more to satisfy his 
own standards. What a great example for a new Ph.D student!
 A few years later, I got to see a second example of Henry’s genuine 
humility regarding his fi eldwork when the noted lizard ecologist Laurie 
Vitt visited the Reservation. Knowing that Laurie was especially interested 
in lizards, Henry made sure to check the shelters where he knew Slender 
Glass Lizards could be found, and we quickly got several of them. When 
Laurie said something to the effect of “are you going to publish anything 
on these?” Henry indicated that the sample size was still too small for a 
solid publication. Laurie asked: “How many of them have you found?”, 
thinking (I am sure) that the answer would be a hundred or so. Henry’s 
response fl oored us: “About 1500 so far” he said rather casually. When 
we tried to convince Henry that 1500 glass lizards was nothing short of 
phenomenal and far more than anyone else had, he just shook his head and 
said he needed more data! By the way, Henry did publish a monograph 
on these lizards in 1989; the sample size was 2216 individuals captured 
3353 times! (Fitch 1989).
 In addition to doing fi eld research with Henry, I was also lucky enough 
to be his TA for the last two courses he taught at KU, Vertebrate Natural 
History and Animals of Kansas. Both courses were combined lecture/
fi eld trip formats and my main role was driving students to and from 
the fi eld sites and helping in the fi eld any way that I could. Although 
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Henry’s lectures were detailed and comprehensive, the fun part of both 
classes was the fi eld trips. Students enjoyed trying to “challenge” Henry 
by bringing him whatever odd insect, snake skin, or mammal dropping 
they found, then having him act as a living version of Wikipedia and 
proceed to lecture them on everything that was known about the species 
under question. One of my favorite memories was when a student found 
a newly hatched Five-lined Skink and asked Henry how much the tiny 
lizard weighed. Henry held the lizard for a few seconds and then replied: 
“1.15 grams.” The class immediately burst out laughing at the absurdly 
precise answer. So, the whole class walked over to the old, dilapidated 
building that Henry called his “lab” and we proceeded to weigh the skink 
on an old triple-beam balance. Sure enough: 1.15 grams! Somewhat awed, 
one of the students asked “How could you possibly know that?” Henry’s 
response was typically low-key: “When you have processed over 5000 
of something, you know their weights pretty well!”
 Given Henry’s low-key approach and humility, it would be easy to con-
clude that he was not competitive and that he would let his grad students 
get away with things. Neither conclusion would be true. I recall quite 
well the fi rst time Henry came to my study site in northwestern Missouri 
where I was doing mark-recapture studies on snakes. After catching our 
fi rst snake of the day, I marked it using scale-clipping (no PIT tags in those 
days) and proudly showed it to Henry. “Oh,” he said, “I guess you don’t 
want to be able to recognize this snake if you capture it again?” This was 
Henry’s way of telling me I was not marking properly, and the message 
was delivered loud and clear. To this day when I scale clip snakes, I follow 
Henry’s methods and can tell you, they work extremely well.
 Henry’s competitive nature may be illustrated by something only a 
select few got to experience, something called “Fitchian Basketball.” 
Henry always had a grass/dirt basketball “court” set up outside his front 
door and during the spring of 1980, his current students got a taste of how 
competitive Henry Fitch could be at times. There were eight of us that day, 
three women (Nancy Zushlag [Henry’s master’s student], my wife Nadia, 
and Jim Knight’s wife, Karin), and fi ve men (Henry, myself, and three of 
Henry’s other students, Larry Hunt, Luis Malaret, and Jim Knight). When 
the time came to play, Henry started explaining the “rules”; fi rst, there 
were two hoops, one at 10 feet, the other at 8 feet. The 10-foot hoop was 
for the guys, the 8 foot hoop for the women. Next, there were odd but very 
specifi c rules about the men and women taking the ball out separately, 
whether the women could be guarded, and how the points were tallied. 
What we all found most amusing was how new rules suddenly appeared 
whenever someone scored against Henry’s team. My personal favorite was 
“no jump shots from the corner,” which just happened to be my best place 
to shoot from. Needless to say, we all spent more time laughing than we 
spent playing, as watching Henry morph into this competitive jock was 
something none of us had seen before.
 Basketball fi nished, we then got to see a fi ne demonstration of Henry’s 
character. Henry was due to retire that year and it fell to our group of 
graduate students to fi nd an appropriate way to celebrate Henry’s many 
achievements. With the help of Joseph Collins, Bill Duellman, and many 
others, we organized a symposium at the 1980 herp meetings in Milwau-
kee, with many of Henry’s former students presenting papers. We also 
planned to publish a volume based on that symposium, which appeared in 
1984. After lunch, we sprang all this on Henry, including a plaque made 
especially for the occasion. Henry was deeply moved (Virginia was in 
tears), but I could tell that while he was clearly touched, part of him was 
saying to himself: “I need to get out there and check the shelters…”
 No discussion of Henry could possibly be complete without mention-
ing Virginia. Her pride in Henry’s accomplishments and her irreplaceable 
role in his life cannot be overestimated. Watching her beam from ear to 
ear during our symposium honoring Henry in 1980 was a joy to watch. 
For me (and Nadia), Virginia was more like a grandmother than the wife 
of my major professor. From giving us furniture when we were starving 
grad students to giving our son his fi rst tricycle, her warmth and devotion 
to Henry and his students was truly remarkable.
 As I think of Henry now, I see him heading off to do another “round” 

at the Reservation. May he always have as many shelters to check as he 
could ever want and may his traps always have many marked snakes. 
When his morning rounds are over, he’ll be headed back home, where 
Virginia has lunch waiting.

Natural History Observations of Henry Fitch

RAYMOND B. HUEY
Department of Biology (Box 351800), University of Washington

Seattle, Washington 98195-1800, USA
e-mail: hueyrb@u.washington.edu

 The Second World Congress of Herpetology was held in Adelaide, 
Australia in 1994.  One symposium was on the biology of snakes, and 
Henry Fitch was a presenter. For many in the audience, this was their fi rst 
time to hear the legend in person.  So as Henry walked to the podium, the 
audience’s initial mood (or at least mine) was one of excitement, anticipa-
tion, and respect.
 Henry gave an amazing talk.  The theme was long-term (really long-
term!) demographic trends of all of the snakes on the Kansas Natural 
History Reserve.  The results were stunning but depressing:  the density 
of essentially every species had declined over time.  
 The audience (largely snake buffs of the fi rst order) quickly became 
somber.  Adding to the poignancy of the moment, we all recognized that 
this grim result was being delivered by a kind and gentle man whose deep 
love for snakes and their natural history had inspired him to carry out a 
life-long study of these snakes.  But the clear conclusion emerging from 
all of his immense work was that his beloved subjects were declining to 
extinction.  Sometimes, life doesn’t seem fair.
 Either in his talk, or in the question period afterwards, Henry noted that 
a primary cause was a policy of suppressing fi res on the Reserve: as a 
result, succession was unchecked, such that habitats on the reserve were 
increasingly forested and increasingly unfavorable to snakes.
 Someone asked, “Why don’t you light a fi re?”  Henry thought for a 
moment, and then replied quietly, “I can’t do that.”  My distinct impres-
sion at the time was that he really did want to do just that, but ethically 
that he couldn’t do so, given his position at the Reserve.
 But I also remember distinctly feeling at the time that Henry was send-
ing a subliminal message to us in the audience:  “If you want to start a 
fi re...”  
 For me Henry’s talk was certainly among the most memorable ones of 
the entire Congress.  Moreover its central lesson still haunts my thoughts.  
We should do science because we love the process, not because we need 
to love the results.  Henry Fitch could not have loved the results of his 
work, but there’s no doubt he loved the process.  

Henry Fitch: The Twilight of an Incredible Career

GEORGE R. PISANI
Kansas Biological Survey, University of Kansas

2101 Constant Avenue, Lawrence, Kansas 66047, USA
e-mail: gpisani@ku.edu

 I fi rst met Henry Fitch in 1968, forty-one years ago, while visiting a 
friend in Lawrence. I’d read many of his papers in the course of my studies, 
and when I met him again in 1970 I was again impressed by two things 
beyond his vast store of knowledge. At age fi fty-nine he could, while 
making a round in the fi eld, walk the legs off many people far younger. 
And, for someone whose many papers had essentially established the fi eld 
of snake ecology as we now know it, he was incredibly unassuming and 
reserved (except when playing the, ummm… rules-modifi ed, basketball 
games that then were a Reservation feature event).
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 Many herpetologists accompanied this remarkable man into the fi eld in 
the course of his long, distinguished career. It was my distinct privilege 
to be among them at various times, and to work with him during the fi nal 
few years of that career. Our close professional relationship really began 
in the mid-1980s with our collaboration on Timber Rattlesnake telemetry. 
I built an effective (albeit awkwardly maneuverable) antenna. Using that 
and some transmitters (immense by current standards!) assembled by Dr. 
Tony Shirer and which Henry pushed gently down the throats of large 
rattlers, we spent a summer gathering movement data that retrospectively 
turned out more a learning experience about the technique than about the 
snakes. Henry assimilated all this, and nearly 20 years later, when we had 
far better equipment and far more background knowledge on the subtle-
ties of using it, we were able to initiate an ongoing study of this species 
in northeast Kansas.
 In 1987 Henry and I received funding from Oklahoma Dept. of 
Natural Resources to study rattlesnake roundups and their effects on the 
populations of Western Diamondback Rattlesnakes. It was no secret that 
Henry’s long-term enthusiasm for rattlesnake study wasn’t shared by his 
wife Virginia, perhaps out of recognition that his refl exes were slowing, 
as do everyone’s with time, hampering the avoidance response essential 
for such work. It’s one thing to dodge the feint of a 2-foot copperhead, 
but quite another to dodge the long strike of a 5-foot Crotalus. Virginia’s 
reaction was subdued apprehension. But after some discussion we agreed 
to handle the captive snakes after cooling them, a reassuring model that 
Virginia accepted and which proved effective for safely gathering the 
morphological data we sought.
 Henry’s enthusiasm for fi eld work and for learning all there was to learn 
about snake ecology never diminished, though by 2002 time plainly was 
having its inexorable effect of limiting bone and muscle. In these later 
years of his career I had retired, and so was able to help him make rounds 
in the fi eld using one of the fi eld station’s “Gator” ATVs. I drove while 
Henry’s gaze was fi xed fi rmly on our destination of the day, wherever it 
happened to be. By 2003, he was gamely trying to maneuver using crutches 
on a local ledge that served as a Timber Rattlesnake den. I emphasized 
to him that I didn’t plan to be remembered as the guy who brought him 
back from the fi eld with a severe envenomation or a broken leg, and so 
he agreed (perhaps acquiesced is a more accurate term!) with a change of 
model— I’d do the rough and tumble stuff and he’d wait in the 6-wheeler 
to share in the results, and we’d collaborate on papers that of course re-
quired his incredible store of knowledge. Or if topography allowed, he’d 
hunt close to the ‘Gator while I ventured further. That model worked well 
through the remainder of the time he was able to live independently on 
FNHR, and other persons, younger than either of us, pitched in to help 
Henry make productive rounds in the fi eld safely. Notable among these 
are Scott Sharp (a high school teacher in a nearby district) and his family, 
and KU undergrads Mike Zerwekh, and Joey Brown.
 As late as 2006, the “Henry and George team” (which I once pointed 
out to him had an average age of 79, a realization he greatly enjoyed) 
still made joint rounds, these in my Smooth Earth Snake study area not 
far from FNHR. This was a species he’d barely seen, with just 3 FNHR 
records. He was fascinated by the fact that the species was so close, yet 
he’d seen so few. When on our fi rst trip into that area I caught the fi rst of 
several we subsequently found in tall grass habitat, his reaction was to 
look at it intently and softly remark “Well, I’ll be damned.” I think it was 
the only time I heard him say that! I’m glad I sent him the fi nal draft of 
the article summarizing that research. When I emailed it to his daughter 
Alice, his primary care-giver by then, I asked her to “tell Henry he has to 
stick around to see this in print.” Planned publication was for December 
2009. Alice read it to him and afterward told me how attentive he’d been 
and how he’d enjoyed learning about this elusive species.
 On 8 September 2009, just a few months shy of his centennial birthday, 
Henry Sheldon Fitch passed away, leaving for science one of the most 
outstanding legacies of ecological study ever known. Best known for 
his extensive long-term study of the herpetofauna of what in 1948 was 
The University of Kansas Natural History Reservation (renamed in 1986 

the Fitch Natural History Reservation [FNHR]), his published studies 
in animal ecology extending back to 1933 also include a wide range of 
birds, mammals and invertebrates, as well as the local successional fl ora 
of their habitats. Harry Greene, interviewed by the Lawrence Journal-
World, accurately refl ected on Henry’s legacy by stating “It’s not an 
exaggeration to say that Henry’s the father of snake biology.” His studies 
on the ecology and relations of these many species were refi ned through 
his extensive career to refl ect his unique insights regarding the way they 
form communities of interacting organisms. All of us who continue to 
build on this legacy, and those who follow us and will do the same, owe 
a tremendous thanks to this modest man of great talent. 
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Note.—All of Henry Fitch’s papers published by the University of 
Kansas are incorporated in the Biodiversity Heritage Library, where they 
can be downloaded at www.biodiversitylibrary.org. The family suggests 
donations to honor Professor Fitch be directed to the Henry and Virginia 
Fitch Memorial Fund at the KU Endowment Association: 

<www.kuendowment.org>

HSF at the entrance to the Fitch Natural History Reservation, 1997. 
Photo by Sharon Hagen, courtesy of Chester Fitch.


